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About This Software

Xcinerator™

Erase Your Most Private Data. Permanently.

Private photos, videos, torrents, emails and chats can all be accessed with standard recovery techniques even after you’ve deleted
them.

Introducing Xcinerator, the specialized privacy tool from iolo technologies that safely and permanently erases data, superseding
Department of Defense security standards and ensuring that your most sensitive files can never be recovered.

Permanently destroys your sensitive files, torrents, movies, photos, emails, chats and more

Wipes away all traces from your hard drives and flash drives

Lets you choose individual files to wipe or entire folders

Sanitizes/clears data per NIST.SP.800-88r1 purging standards (supersedes DoD 5220.22-M)

Protects you from even the most advanced recovery and forensic techniques

How it works

Using Xcinerator is easy:
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Xcinerating a file or folder is easy

Right-click on a file or folder and send it to the Xcinerator

Drag and drop files and folders into the open Xcinerator app

From the main interface, you can also configure exactly how your sensitive files and folders are Xcinerated:

Permanently delete files using techniques that supersede U.S. DoD specs

Have custom or random text written over your sensitive files and folders

Choose the number of burn passes Xcinerator makes to completely eliminate files

If you change your mind before you’ve burned the files, simply click Restore all to move files back to where they were

Xcinerator™

Leave No Trace.
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10\/10 would buy again. Yet another game that falls under the "Bored? Why not this?" category of games. It is a cute, low-key
golf game mixed with the Worms genre. Makes passing time a little easier, and makes for a great local co-op game with a friend
when you have nothing better to do.

Worms Crazy Golf is not a game I would pay full price for, but it is one I would recommend to anyone who is thinking of
getting it, or anyone that owns it already.. Continue?9876543210 is literally the most depressing game I've ever played. I don't
mean it's just sad, or disheartening, or bad, or deep. It's one of the only pieces of media I've ever experienced that, without fail,
makes me feel worse every time I play it. I can read tragic stuff, I can watch sad movies, whatever- occasionally I might even
feel teary-eyed- but only Continue? actually makes me feel actually mentally distressed.

In Continue?, you play as the data ghost of one of several failed video game characters, destined for deletion by some sort of
cyberspace garbage compactor. In order to survive, you must flee through these strange recycled realms, where everybody talks
in an eerie, vaguely poetic dialect of english, mixing terms of faith and hope with computer and video game terminology. Your
currency is "Foo" (or possibly "fod", given the somewhat ambiguous font); your extra lives are "Spare Parts". And, most
importantly, you are frequently given the choice between two options- "Lightning" and "Prayer". Every time you choose to take
Prayer, you create an extra layer of defence at your next gateway town, meaning Prayer is vital to your success in the game.
Every time you choose to take Lightning, you randomly destroy some of the barriers blocking your progress to the next level,
making Lightning vital to your success in the game.

The game actually has a really great atmosphere- of inevitable doom and the futility of struggling further. I presume this is the
intended effect, because it's actually pretty haunting. Some of the "lore", barely comprehensible as it is, actually sticks with you
after playing it, the poems and the "prayers" of the NPCs you speak to genuinely some impressive alternative writing. The sound
and level design also puts forward this idea, especially in the zones between certain levels.

The other thing that contributes to the feeling of dread and nihilistic despair, however, is the gameplay. In order to survive, you
must collect Lightning and Prayer, and the game is utterly unforgiving. If you die without a Spare Part to revive yourself, then
the game gives you a "second chance" by consuming some of the shelters you earned with Prayer. This is, essentially, just a way
of making you suffer more. Losing even a few shelters will result in a game over once the storm comes. The rest of the game is
a mixture of slightly janky minigames (which punish you harshly for losing, making taking part in the encounters a tense
gamble) and a race against the clock to find NPCs to talk to to gain resources from. Several of the NPC interactions are
basically just random chance- there are temples, for instance, which reward you for providing the right answer to an abstract and
unknowable riddle. If one of the NPCs you met in this run told you the answer, then, so long as you remember it, you can pass
the test and gain a large amount of Lightning or Prayer. If, however, you weren't fortunate enough to run into that NPC yet, then
you have to either guess or leave, having wasted some of your very limited amount of time in the overworld before it begins
randomly collapsing again.

If you're feeling charitable, you could argue that the clunky gameplay is part of the metaphor- the challenges we face are
random because our lives are not designed for us to succeed in. The controls are imprecise because really, how much control do
we have over our lives? Or something like that. Alternatively, your character just handles really badly because the game's a bit
shoddily programmed.

As an artistic endeavour, Continue? is actually pretty impressive. It's also the most insidiously soul-destroying experience
available to you on Steam, which is why I can't really recommend it. Continue? never gives you any answer or comfort about the
existential dread it wields- your character is doomed, just as you are doomed, to be erased and become nothing. Some people
describe something similar about Dark Souls- sorry for bringing it up- but at least in Dark Souls it's possible to at least kind of
achieve something. Continue? presents a world where the player is utterly alone and totally abandoned, faced with an unfair
challenge to extend their miserable existence by approximately a couple of hours if they succeed.. The fact that Kane and Lynch
is 100000x better then this, well.... Solid Dungeon Crawler. Obviously a garage made product, but solid.
Levelup is disappointing.
Legend of Grimrock still is better.
9,99 Euros is too much.
Mixed feelings how to rate the product but giving thumbs up to encourage devs.
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Great nastalgic memories of playing City Sim builders growing up. It would be awesome to have the fun natural disasters
feature like Godzilla or Alien space ships destroying the city. Pre-built cities would be cool too.. Dark Souls is easy compared to
this. ...need others DLC to be able to play demonspawn? 0\/10. Actually not a bad game has bird's eye or 3d camera (chase cam)
view.
Build tracks & add to voting system to go in track of the day events.
Graphics arent the best but its still fun and very active. I enjoy playing this game but I have two major issues with it. The first is
that the puck goes through the glove frequently. The second that makes this game less enjoyable is the position of the stick is
off. the programers set the position of the controller as the glove when it would make much more sense to make the stick handle
match the controller's grip.. dont bother with this cheap game, it has a in game currency that makes the game unplayable and
each mode has 1 level unlocked then you need to use this hard to obtain currency to unlock it. save your small amount of money
and buy a burger or something.. If you want to try play Visual novel games, i recommended this game.
Good BGM
Cute Character
Nice Artwork
the stories almost make me cry.
And sure Ruri's hm... nothing.
a little trouble about the translation and one Blur Mori's Live2D but i don't care.
The ending is still less satisfactory, but i think it's good.. you should buy this game if you like classic platformers also it gives
you something to do if you're bored.
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